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SUMMARY Smart card payment systems provide a convenient billing
mechanism for public transportation providers and passengers. In this pa-
per, a smart card-based transit log is used to reveal functionally related
regions in a city, which are called zones. To discover significant zones
based on the transit log data, two algorithms, minimum spanning trees and
agglomerative hierarchical clustering, are extended by considering the ad-
ditional factors of geographical distance and adjacency. The hierarchical
spatial geocoding system, called Geohash, is adopted to merge nearby bus
stops to a region before zone discovery. We identify different urban zones
that contain functionally interrelated regions based on passenger trip data
stored in the smart card-based transit log by manipulating the level of ab-
straction and the adjustment parameters.
key words: smart card-based transit log, zone discovery, public trans-
portation, Geohash

1. Introduction

Public transportation systems in modern cities often use
smart card payment systems because they are conve-
nient and provide reasonable billing mechanisms to transit
providers based on a passenger’s travel distance [3]. Many
smart card-based transit logs are accumulated during this
process, and these data can be used to analyze the move-
ment patterns of citizens and identify functional regions in a
city [4], [5], [10].

In this paper, smart card-based transit logs were used
to identify functionally interrelated regions in a city, called
zones. Zone discovery is important to urban system design-
ers, public service providers, and commercial marketers,
who need to understand people’s behaviors and the func-
tional regions in a city [10]. The discovered zones can be
interpreted by characterizing facilities such as commercial
streets, schools, stadiums, and parks. The urban zones can
also be combined with civil planning such as transportation
network redesigns and new urban development [1], [9].

To discover the interrelated regions in a city from the
smart card-based transit log, the maximal spanning tree
(MST) algorithm and agglomerative hierarchical clustering
(AHC) algorithm were modified by adding geographical
characteristics such as distance and adjacency between re-
gions. In addition, a grid-based hierarchical geocoding sys-
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tem, called Geohash, was adopted to preprocess the geo-
graphical locations of bus stops [6]. The geocoding system
helped to group close bus stops in the same region based on
the required scale.

In this research, urban zones were discovered from the
smart card-based transit logs of bus networks in Seoul based
on different levels of abstraction. In particular, Geohash
codes with length of 5 or 6 were used to find the zones in
the city. Such zones can be used to understand citizen be-
havior and to make city plans based on real bus trips in the
city.

2. Smart Card-Based Transit Log

Smart card-based transit log data contains useful informa-
tion such as ride and alight time, transportation type, trans-
fer, bus and station ids, and fare amount, as shown in Ta-
ble 1. The sample log data include four passengers’ trav-
els, among whom the first and the forth, ‘1464’ and ‘6474,’
transferred twice and once, respectively, which is apparent
in the FREQ field. The transferred records are connected
before analysis to investigate the relationship between the
origin and final destination in this research. In the table, the
bus route id, the vehicle id, and the station id are included,
and the passenger’s class and the fare are also recorded; for
example, adults of class ‘01’ paid 1050 KRW, and the stu-
dent of class ‘02’ paid 720 KRW.

The purpose of this research was to extract the origins
and destinations of passengers from the smart card-based
transit log (considering transfers) and then identify the in-
terrelated zones in a city. Bus networks are more compli-
cated than train or subway networks because there are many
kinds of buses and a variety of bus routes that are managed

Table 1 A sample of smart card-based transit data from bus services.
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Table 2 OD data summarized from a smart card transition log.

by different companies. Moreover, several bus stops are
often located near one another to support different groups
of bus routes depending on the bus type, direction, destina-
tion group, and other factors. To reduce this complexity of
the bus network, we used the Geohash geocoding system,
which uniquely provides a hierarchical encoding scheme to
a specific location in the world based on the degree of ab-
straction. A Geohash code can be represented in one to 12
lengths of 32 bases, which include 10 digits 0–9 and 22
alphabetic characters [6]. A Geohash region with length k
is decomposed into 32 Geohash regions with length k − 1.
A 5-length Geohash grid (“wydm6”) is divided into 32 6-
length Geohash grids. Such a hierarchical geocoding sys-
tem can be useful for solving variable scales of geograph-
ical problems in the same manner. For instance, the zone
discovery algorithms proposed in this paper can be utilized
to discover zones in a city through 5-length Geohash encod-
ing, and they can also be performed in country-wide areas
though 4-length encoding.

In this paper, 5-length and 6-length Geohash encoding
schema were adopted to assign all bus stops in Seoul to the
grids on the map. For instance, a location with a longitude
of 37.504593 and a latitude of 126.987901 is assigned a 12-
length Geohash code ‘wydm3etb0dcf.’ Therefore, the loca-
tion will be mapped to ‘wydm3e’ and ‘wydm3’ as 6-length
and 5-length Geohash codes, respectively.

Now, the smart card-based transit log data can be sum-
marized as origin-destination (OD) data between Geohash
regions, as shown in Table 2. The number of trips from an
origin to a destination Geohash region was aggregated from
the transit log based on the date and hour. In this paper, the
OD data are mainly used to discover zones based on passen-
ger trips in a public transportation network.

3. OD Data and Geographical Data

In previous studies, zones were identified to meet different
goals such as travel pattern recognition [4] and tariff sys-
tem planning [8]. In our research, a zone is considered a
group of adjacent regions that are functionally related based
on passenger trips. The functional relationship between two
regions can be interpreted as movements among residence,
workplace, school, shopping district, and so on [10].

We now clearly define some terms for zone discovery.
A zone can be defined as a set of regions that are directly
adjacent or connected through other adjacent in-between re-
gions in the same zone. Two zones U and V can be said to
be adjacent if there exist grids u ∈ U and v ∈ V such that

u and v are adjacent. The adjacency relationship is used to
merge two zones in the course of zone discovery. The ad-
jacency distinguishes the zone discovery problem from typ-
ical clustering problems because a zone must not contain
disconnected regions.

Three matrices were prepared for the zone discovery al-
gorithms: an OD matrix, an adjacency matrix, and a distance
matrix. For N given regions and OD data, an OD matrix T
is an N × N matrix in which an element tuv is the number of
travels from origin u to destination v during a specific time
period. The diagonals of the OD matrix are assumed to be
zero because internal travels within zones are not considered
in this research. An adjacency matrix J is an N×N matrix in
which an element juv is 1 if two regions u and v are adjacent
and zero otherwise. A distance matrix D is an N × N matrix
in which an element duv is the distance between the centers
of two regions u and v.

The definitions of the OD matrix and adjacency ma-
trix for regions can be easily extended for zones in the same
way. However, the distance matrix for zones needs to be
created in a different manner based on the zone discovery
algorithms, which will be explained in the next section.

4. Zone Discovery Algorithms

In this research, two zone discovery algorithms were pro-
posed for the purpose of zone discovery from smart card-
based transit log data. The algorithms are extensions of the
maximal spanning tree (MST) and the agglomerative hierar-
chical clustering (AHC) algorithms. However, zone discov-
ery is different from typical clustering problems because it
must consider geographical information like adjacency and
distance to maintain geographically connected regions in
a zone [2]. The adjacency matrix and distance matrix de-
fined in Sect. 3 were used to accomplish this. Moreover,
OD-based zone discovery algorithms in this paper also re-
flect the number of travels (which are aggregated in the OD
matrix) for the purpose of discovering functionally related
zones based on a person’s number of trips.

There exist three types of hierarchical clustering al-
gorithms depending on the distance between two clusters:
single-linkage, complete-linkage, and average-linkage clus-
tering. A single-linkage clustering algorithm involves the
application of Kruskal’s MST algorithm. Therefore, the
first algorithm presented in this paper is an extension of the
single-linkage clustering algorithm, while the second algo-
rithm is an extension of the average-linkage clustering algo-
rithm. Those algorithms are dependent on proximity mea-
surements between two observations (or weights between
two nodes in a graph). In this research, connectivity mea-
surements between two zones will be defined and used for
the two proposed zone discovery algorithms instead of the
proximity measurements.

The structures of the MST-based and AHC-based zone
discovery algorithms are exactly the same, the only differ-
ence lies in how connectivity is measured. The inputs of the
algorithms are the OD matrix, adjacency matrix, and dis-
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tance matrix, which were defined in Sect. 3. Initially, every
region is considered an individual zone. The distance be-
tween two adjacent zones is calculated based on their con-
nectivity, and the two nearest zones are iteratively merged
into a new zone. This process will terminate when the high-
est connectivity between two zones is lower than a threshold
θ.

Algorithm: Zone Discovery
Input: OD matrix T , Adjacency matrix J, Distance matrix D
Output: Zone clusters
1: Set every region as a single zone.
2: repeat
3: Find two zones with the highest connectivity.

(U∗,V∗) = argmax
(U,V)

connectivity(U,V)

4: Merge U∗ and V∗ into a new zone K.

K = U∗ ∪ V∗

5: Update three matrices, T , J, and D.
6: until max conn(U,V) < θ

We first describe the connectivity measurement for the
MST-based algorithms, named ZD-MST. Kruskal’s algo-
rithm was adopted to find a specific number of connected
trees that will become the discovered zones. The MST con-
nectivity between two zones U and V is calculated:

connectivityMST (U,V)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
max

u∈U,v∈V

(
tuv + tvu

duv
q

)
, if U and V are adjacent

0 , otherwise

To discover zones with unseparated regions, the mea-
surement between zones U and V is zero if they is not ad-
jacent. If two zones were adjacent, the measurement is a
positive value that reflects the maximum number of trips be-
tween the two regions in the zones, u ∈ U and v ∈ V , which
is proportional to the distance between the two regions. The
proportional relationship helps two zones that are near each
other merge earlier than others with longer distances, al-
though they have the same numbers of trips. Parameter q
can be used to adjust the effect of the distance.

Next, the connectivity measure for the AHC-based al-
gorithm, named ZD-AHC, considers the average number of
trips between regions in two zones and the average distance
between two groups of regions. The two averages were cal-
culated by dividing only by the numbers of grids in the two
zones, because every grid with the same length has the same
area in the Geohash coding system. The effect of the aver-
age distance between two zones can also be adjusted using
parameter q.

connectivityAHC(U,V)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
avg-traffic(U,V)
avg-dist(U,V)q

, if U and V are adjacent

0 , otherwise

where avg-traffic(U,V) =

∑
u∈U,v∈V (tuv + tvu)

|U ||V |
and avg-dist(U,V) =

∑
u∈U,v∈V duv

|U ||V |
The main difference between the two algorithms is that

the MST-based algorithm focuses on the traffic on a single
arc, i.e., u and v, while the AHC-based algorithm investi-
gates overall arcs between two zones, i.e., U and V .

5. Experimental Results

Smart card-based transit data were collected from the bus
network in Seoul from Monday, March 12, 2012 to Friday,
March 16. The transit data include 5,269,112 trip records
which cover 6,078 bus stops in Seoul. The data was con-
verted to OD data as shown in Table 2 to aggregate the num-
ber of movements between two regions. Seoul city can be
divided into 8 groups of administrative districts [7]. The re-
gions in Seoul can be mapped to 44 Geohash codes with
length 5 and 732 Geohash codes with length 6, as shown in
Fig. 1. The sizes of 5-length and 6-length Geohash regions
in Seoul are in average 4,886 m by 3,876 m (longitude by
latitude) and 611 m by 969 m, respectively. All bus stops in
Seoul were mapped to Geohash codes based on their GPS
location information using the two Geohash encoding meth-
ods.

Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b) depict the traffic between ev-
ery two regions based on 5-length and 6-length Geohash
regions, respectively. In the original traffic data, it is dif-
ficult to find meaningful zones. OD data and geographical
information of regions were used to create OD matrices, ad-
jacent matrices, and distance matrices for both 5-length and
6-length Geohash regions, and then the three matrices were
utilized as inputs to the two proposed zone discovery algo-

Fig. 1 Seoul city districts and mapping to Geohash codes.

Fig. 2 Original trips in public transportation networks for a week.
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Fig. 3 Zone discovery results from 5-length Geohash regions.

Fig. 4 Zone discovery results from 6-length Geohash regions.

rithms.
The results of zone discovery based on 5-length and

6-length Geohash codes are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, re-
spectively. The figures show the results of both MST- and
AHC-based zone discovery algorithms with various q val-
ues. Here, q is the parameter used to adjust the effect of the
inverse distance in the connectivity measurement. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3, as q value increases, the diameter of zones
decreases in the results of both algorithms. It can be said
that the q value helps clusters to retain their circular shapes
in iterative steps.

In the experiments for the 6-length Geohash, it is dif-
ficult to investigate the effectiveness of zone discovery in
Fig. 4 at a glance, so the results are summarized in Table 3.
The results of the 6-length Geohash regions also showed that
the mean diameters of the clusters decreased as q value in-
creased.

The results of zone discovery in Seoul can be com-
pared to Seoul districts in Fig. 1 (a). The result zones of
ZD-AHC (q = 2) in Fig. 3 (d) was nearly same as the 8 dis-

Table 3 Summary of zone discovery results from 6-length Geohash re-
gions.

tricts in Seoul, except that District 0, the old downtown, was
merged to District 7. The characteristic of the ZD-MST re-
sults is that the zones in the center crossed the Han River in
Seoul, differently from the result of ZD-AHC. It is because
ZD-MST considers only the highest connectivity between
two adjacent regions, while ZD-AHC considers all the pairs
from two clusters and reflects their average traffic. The re-
sult of ZD-MST (q = 1) says that District 0 in the down-
town was more related to Districts 4 (around Gangnam) and
7 (around Mapo). In addition, the north area of District 6
is clustered with District 5, not the south area of District
6. It implies that the Guro Digital Complex in the north of
District 6 has many trips from District 5, in which the large
residence towns are located.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, zone discovery algorithms from smart card-
based transit logs were presented to identify zones based on
passenger trips. A grid-based geocoding system, Geohash,
was adopted to map regions near bus stops to the proper
level of geographical regions. MST- and AHC-based zone
discovery algorithms were evaluated through smart card-
based transit data in Seoul bus networks. It is expected that
the results of zone discovery algorithms can provide insights
based on reality data to understand and improve civil plan-
ning and transportation network for different purposes.
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